Editorial
Similarities between Pulsating theory and Universe creation
theory of Srimadbhagawata Gita

‘Govinda Govinda Govinda Govinda
Govinda Rama Murari
Ananta Koti Brahmandar Hari Adhikari.’
(The great saint Madhavadeva)
(Govinda, Rama, Murari, Hari are God’s names; Ananta means infinite, Koti means crore,
Brahmanda means stars, Adhikari means the owner)
This prayer of Assamese language is not only important from the point of religious
faith but also from the point of science. Because, here it is explained that Govinda, Rama,
Hari or Murari or the God is the owner of infinite numbers of stars or planets of the universe.
According to the modern science, the stars or planets of the universe are infinite in numbers.
In same way Srimadbhagawata also says, planets or stars are infinite in the universe.
‘Brahmanda’ means the star or planet. ‘Brahma’ means the creator and ‘Anda’ means egg
shaped creation. So Brahmanda means the round planets or the stars. In the medieval period
the Europian countries were confused regarding the shape of the Earth whether it is round or
flat. But according to Indian traditional knowledge, all the planets are round. So, in Indian
intellectual society, there was no debate on the topic on the shape of the Earth. According to
the Indian philosophy the Earth is also a round shaped planet. Srimadbhagawata agreed that
God is the owner of infinite numbers of planets of the universe. Now the question arises, how
this infinite numbers of stars or planets are created? As per the Big bang and Black hole
theory or pulsating theory, there are some black holes in the universe. These are so dense
with high gravitational force that they can even attract the light, due to which light cannot

come out or reflect from this and so, no one can even see them. Thousands of planets can be
grabbed by such black holes. But once, this black hole is filled with matters and get blast,
thousands of stars are created and disseminate in the universe. Again after a long period of
time they lost their energies and again come to the black hole. These process continues like
pulse activities of a heart. In the heart the blood gets purified. As if the planets also get
purified in the black hole and come out again for a new life. In Srimadbhagawata the
universe is created in the body of Brahma. Brahma is not God but he assigned to create
planets by the God. Brahma lives for long hundred years. But the time of Brahma and human
being is not equal. According to Gita one thousand chaturyuga of human being is equal to
one day of Brahma. One chaturyuga means one round of ‘Satya’, ‘Treta’, ‘Dwapar’, ‘Kali
Yuga’. Such one thousand chaturyuga is equal to one day of Brahma. The characteristic of
Satya Yuga is truthfulness, knowledge and honesty. It continues for 1728000 years. Sins are
seen in the Treta Yuga for the first time. Treta Yuga continues for 1296000 years. In Dwapar
Yuga sins are increased in human society and it continues for 864000 years. The last Yuga is
Kali Yuga. Kali Yuga is full of sins. It continues for 432000 years. The present time is Kali
Yuga. As per Gita 5000 years of Kali Yuga is already passed. At the last of Kali Yuga God
incarnates as ‘Kalki’ and kills all the sinners and make the Earth pure and again Satya Yuga
is established. In this way new chaturyuga is started. Such type of one thousand charturyuga
is one day of Brahma. The age of Brahma is hundred years which is equal to
311000040000000 years as per the time on Earth. This time is almost equal to the time
calculated by modern scientists regarding creation of universe which establish the Pulsating
theory also.
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